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Dear Reader,

We are pleased to launch the IZA Journal of Labor & Development (IZAJOLD), the first online journal entirely dedicated to labour markets in developing and transitional economies.

An ever more integrated world economy poses great challenges for working people in developing countries with respect to decent work, adjustment to restructuring and protection against unexpected shocks. The IZA Journal of Labor and Development will strive to become the main world-wide interlocutory platform for researchers who work on labor market issues in developing, emerging and transition countries. Having such a platform will be instrumental in better understanding how labor markets function in these countries, which in turn will help us to formulate policies that can meet these challenges.

The intersection of labor economics and development economics is one of the most exciting and important areas of current economic research. The IZAJOLD is designed to bridge these two fields, creating a forum for a wide range of innovative theoretical and empirical research linking labor and development. The mission of IZAJOLD is to publish high quality innovative research in all fields of labor economics in a development context both empirical and theoretical.

We are delighted that IZAJOLD is accessible through the SpringerOpen Access system, which means free permanent electronic access immediately upon publication. The editorial team of IZAJOLD will pursue prompt decision making and publication process.

We will strive with the help of our associate editors to ensure that IZAJOLD becomes a leading publication outlet in the field. We would like to thank Springer, members of the Editorial Board and current as well as future authors and referees in supporting us to achieve this goal.
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